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How Soon Can We Expect $MASK to Be Integrated into Twitter? ICO Causes 450% Week-Over-Week
Increase in Token Price

 

The price of Mask Network (MASK) has increased by roughly 450% in a week on the back of rumors
that Elon Musk plans to add support for the cryptocurrency on his Twitter platform.

Speculation that Elon Musk would implement support for the cryptocurrencies Dogecoin (DOGE),
Binance Coin (BNB), and Mask Network (MASK) as a form of payment on Twitter continues to grow.
It’s intriguing that a number of cryptocurrency markets have indicated they will be selling or
releasing MASK-related products. Based on the enormous MASK price increase and signals from
cryptocurrency exchanges, Crypto Twitter anticipates the arrival of the cryptocurrency token soon.
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The MASK Listing on Crypto Exchanges
 

The crypto community is waiting expectantly for Twitter to make an announcement about supporting
cryptocurrency tokens. Elon Musk, a known dogecoin supporter, has teased the possibility of
bringing Dogecoin (DOGE) on Twitter. In response, the value of Dogecoin increased by more than
130 percent in a week. Even Binance’s CEO “CZ” has tweeted on the possibility of using BNB for
transactions.

 

In addition, Binance declared the release of USDS-M Binance Bluebird Index perpetual contracts
(BLUEBIRDUSDT Perpetual Contracts). Cryptocurrencies like BNB, DOGE, and MASK are all
tracked by the index’s price formula. A lot of people think it’s likely that Elon Musk will include
these cryptocurrencies as payment options on Twitter.
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Mask Network (MASK) spot and perpetual futures have been added to the FTX cryptocurrency
exchange’s offering. OKEx and Bybit, following in the footsteps of Binance and FTX, have both
announced plans to list MASK. Meanwhile, additional cryptocurrency exchanges like MoonXBT,
CoinEx, and XT have hopped on the bandwagon to list MASK.

 

With Mask Network, users may send cryptocurrency and maintain their online anonymity while
utilizing social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter.
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MASK Price Increases 450%
 

With a price increase of approximately 450% in a week, Mask Network garnered a lot of attention.
The MASK price has increased from under $0.1 a week ago to more than $5.5 today.

 

The MASK price has increased by nearly 50% in the last 24 hours, trading at $5.63 at press time.
Additionally, the day’s trading volume increased by more than 85%. Nevertheless, these are
conjectures, and investing without doing one’s homework can be dangerous.
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